TEST: Waversa WSlim LITE - Stylish streaming amplifier in ultra slim design.

by Volker Frech
Editor

How is that possible? A mega-flat metal cube, which could be the most attractive letter scale in the world,
turns out to be an amplifier that enables music streaming via AirPlay, Bluetooth and LAN, scores points
with USB port as well as optical and coaxial S/PDIF input and can handle HiRes up to PCM 384
kilohertz/24 bit and DSD256. And by the way: it also has an FM radio tuner - and then its power station
has a full 40 watts, so that it can drive even fully-grown floorstanding speakers. How this works and what
other features this Waversa WSlim LITE has to offer was tested by lite magazine.

Slim and stylish: The Waversa WSlim LITE impresses visually with its compact dimensions and its chic-reduced design.

The amazement about the Waversa WSlim LITE starts right from the moment you unpack it: We take a
silver, super-flat player out of the box that weighs less than two kilograms and then makes do with 3 x 30
x 20 centimetres on our editorial desk. In addition to this ultra-slim design, there is now an extremely high1|Page

quality appearance: the case is made from one piece of aluminium, if you leave the screwed-on base plate
out of consideration. The surface is specially treated. The WSlim LITE gives off a matt shimmer and has a
gently rough feel when painted over. The stylish design is trimmed to a clear-reduced, monolithic
appearance. This is why the operating elements are also integrated inconspicuously and perfectly: six
buttons have been embedded cleanly and with little play in the surface, they are also made of aluminium
and only slightly extend over the housing sublime.

This underlines the noble impression. To match, the keys only provide information about their function
with discreetly applied symbols above and below. In addition to On/Standby, there are two buttons for
changing the volume between zero and 99, a menu button for accessing the various features and a Select
button for adjusting them - and of course a Source button for selecting the sources.

The recessed buttons are like the metal housing and their discreetness underlines the monolithic character of the WSlim LITE.

Stylish display
We learn what the WSlim LITE has to offer from a small but extremely fine display. Measuring just 28 by
19 millimetres, the display is integrated into the WSlim LITE in an extremely attractive way: The display
is recessed into the housing by means of an artistically milled recess, which visually highlights it and, thanks
to its gentle inclination, places it in a perfect line of sight to the viewer. That is top! The display is an OLED
display. It delivers its information pin sharp and with rich contrast. It also turns out to be a color monitor:
a vertical light bar on the left edge shines either in white, red or blue. In network mode (indicated in the
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display with "DLNA/UPnP"), this indicates whether the WSlim LITE is integrated into the Ethernet, a
music file is playing or it is currently stopped. In Bluetooth mode, the coloration indicates whether the
WSlim LITE is paired with another device or not. In radio mode, the bar colouring tells us whether the
WSlim is receiving an FM signal, whether this FM signal is weak or whether it can be reproduced strongly
and in stereo. That brings us to the sources and applications of this all-in-one player.

The beautifully recessed OLED display shows the most important data in crisp clarity - in this case, the volume level next to the source
(here "DLNA/UPnP") and the status

Very accessible: streaming and interfaces…
With the exception of the radio, the WSlim LITE relies throughout on the digital playback of music. To
this end, it offers two wireless streaming options, namely AirPlay and Bluetooth. For the sake of sound, the
blue-tooth radio goes via the aptX codec. A third and even more powerful streaming option is the wired
LAN integration. We can connect the WSlim LITE to a network player via the Ethernet port - or integrate
it directly into the home network, for example to control it with a computer that is also integrated here,
which in turn is equipped with suitable player software. Suitable means: audiophile and HiRes-capable,
because the WSlim LITE is capable of playing PCM files up to 384 kilohertz/24 bit and DSD files up to
DSD256 via LAN. It also offers the same HiRes capability via its USB-B port, to which you can connect a
computer directly, i.e. without having to go via LAN, from which the music files are then played. If you
plug a suitable WIFI USB dongle into the USB port, the WSlim LITE also supports streaming via WLAN.
In addition, the WSlim LITE is Roon Ready and can therefore be used as a Roon Endpoint. So if you have
a license for this sophisticated music management software and have set up a roon core, WSlim LITE is an
excellent and convenient way to play and manage music.
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The wired digital input section: The Ethernet socket for LAN connection is joined by a USB-B port as well as an electrical coaxial and
an optical S/PDIF input. The USB-A socket is reserved for support. The "DC 24V" socket is used to connect the external power supply.

…as well as digital inputs and FM tuner
Furthermore we find "WNDR" in the offer of the sources. The abbreviation stands for "Waversa Network
Direct Renderer", it is an audio transmission protocol developed by Waversa that promises to eliminate the
disadvantages of the common DLNA streaming: Delays in the communication of devices connected in the
network and noise generation in the audio signal due to the data transfer. To do this, however, you need
components including router or hub that also support the WNDR protocol. Two S/PDIF interfaces are
available for conventional digital players such as a CD player or a TV flat screen. The electrical input
accepts PCM files up to 192 kilohertz/24 bits, the optical input works up to PCM 96 kilohertz/24 bits. The
next step is the connection for a VHF antenna, which is also supplied in the form of a 1.5-meter long
antenna. With this FM tuner, the WSlim LITE enables classic analogue radio reception. 16 station presets
can be stored.
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The BT antenna is used for Bluetooth streaming. The FM socket is used to connect the supplied throw antenna for FM radio reception.

Small power station and wonder converter
As if that wasn't enough, this compact cube is also equipped with an amplifier that delivers 40 watts in
combination with 4-ohm speakers and can even deliver the richest 80 watts in 2-ohm models. How is that
possible? The answer: WSlim LITE is basically a Class D amplifier. Here, analog signals are converted
into a sequence of pulses and later converted back again, the process is called pulse width modulation. The
PWM signal is easier to process and amplify, so the circuit is smaller and lighter than a conventional
amplifier. Less power is also required because a Class D amplifier is much more efficient than a purely
analog amp. Several years ago, however, the so-called switching amplifiers had a bad reputation because
they had a hard and sterile sound. However, technology has long since made huge advances, and today's
Class D amps deliver excellent sound results. Waversa goes even further and goes its own way with the
WAP. This "Waversa Audio Processor" is the heart of Waversa's audio components - and therefore also of
the WSlim LITE. Here, signal processing before the actual Class D amplifier is completely digital. The
analog radio signal is also digitized at 384 kilohertz/ 24-bit high resolution. Only then does the conversion
into a PWM signal, which is common with Class D amplifiers, take place.
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WSlim The WSlim LITE also enables classic radio reception. The display shows the FM mode, the set volume (here "22"), the selected
preset (here "16") and the FM frequency spectrum from 88 to 108 megahertz, which corresponds to the FM radio band. In addition, a
bar graph with five bars indicates the strength of the received signal.

Dynamic Range and Tube Sound Mode
With WAP, the Korean manufacturer Waversa wants to solve a problem of digitalisation: In terms of
resolution, there are generally limits. Digital music largely lacks the harmonics once present in the original
analogue signal. That's why Waversa's audio processor interprets the digital signal with a lot of computing
power and clever algorithms to get back closer to the natural analog signal. If you want, you can increase
this naturalness even more in its liveliness: With the so-called "Dynamic Range" setting in the menu, you
can influence the dynamic behaviour in a gradation from one to six. With each step, the vitality of the
reproduction increases. In addition, there is also the WAP/X mode: Here the sound signature of an audio
amplifier tube is imitated. Its warm sound is created by emphasising the even-numbered overtones, the socalled "harmonics", which provide a round sound image. Waversa allegedly based the development of this
tube algorithm on the sound of the legendary Western Electric 300B. This power tube from the 1940s is
almost unaffordable in its original form today and still costs well over 1,000 Euros per matched pair as a
new edition.
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Monolith: The housing of the WSlim LITE is - with the exception of the base plate - milled from one piece of aluminium.

Connection and setup
Of all these capabilities, the user manual tells us rather little. The manual only briefly and concisely explains
the operating elements, the meaning of the display indications and the interfaces. However, most of it can
be learned by simply trying it out. First, we connect our loudspeakers to the rear terminals. They are
relatively short, so banana plugs can't be inserted completely. Cable lugs or bare wire may be preferable for
the connection. Now to the current. Given the small size and minimal weight of the WSlim LITE, it is
actually clear that the power supply cannot be built into the unit. Waversa therefore provides an external
power supply, the black cuboid seems quite voluminous, especially compared to the streaming amp. But
thanks to the long supply cables - the power cable measures 1.4 meters, the cable to the WSlim LITE's
connector socket 1.4 meters - we can position this power supply far enough away to keep it out of sight.
First, we connect the power supply's supply cable to the player, because the WSlim LITE does not have a
power switch. Once it is connected to the external power supply, it is in standby mode. This also
acknowledges the display for about 30 seconds before it automatically shuts off if you fail to switch on the
WSlim LITE with the standby button on the top. That's what we do. Next, we connect our laptop to the
USB port - and we get the information from the computer that the Waversa WSlim LITE has been set up.
Next, we go to the Ethernet. Promptly the white bar appears in the player's display, telling us that the player
is in the LAN. The IP address is also shown immediately in the display when the menu button is pressed.
On our computer, which is also connected to the LAN, the WSlim LITE immediately appears as a
multimedia device.
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The WSlim LITE comes with the visually perfect Apple Remote for remote control.

Remote control via Apple Remote, computer browser - and soon via App
If we double-click the WSlim LITE icon on our PC, a "Remote Controller" with virtual buttons and display
opens in the browser of our computer. This gives us a browser-based remote controller per computer with
which we can control and display all the functions of WSlim LITE. Great! This is an alternative to the
supplied physical remote control, the Apple Remote. This well-designed remote control also allows us to
access and set all functions. Waversa also presents a smartphone app as news on its Korean homepage and
has announced it for Android as well as Apple, but unfortunately it is not yet available in the stores. So
back to the browser Via it we can also update the WSlim LITE to the latest version, which we do directly.
All completed and still possible updates will be listed in the "Revision History".
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Alternatively, the WSlim LITE can also be controlled on the computer via a browser-based user interface. In addition
to remote control, this user interface offers further functions such as firmware updating.

The Waversa WSlim LITE in practice
First, we check the different feed paths: Green hook for the S/PDIF inputs and Bluetooth, where the apt X
codec ensures an impressively clear sound. The quality is also really good via AirPlay. It should be noted
here that, unlike Bluetooth, the WSlim LITE always requires a LAN connection. We achieve the best sound
results and resolutions via LAN and USB. We prefer the network, if only because it allows us to comfortably
write down our hearing test on the laptop and at the same time control the music selection and playback of
the WSlim LITE via the audiophile player software Audirvana installed on the laptop. The streaming
amplifier first performs the official sound reinforcement in combination with the Dali Rubicon 2 compact
loudspeaker, then with the somewhat more voluminous Seta Audio M 2.7 studio monitor, and finally with
the full-grown Canton Reference 7.2 DC floorstanding speaker. In all three cases the WSlim LITE achieves
a surprisingly powerful reproduction - compared to its small size this is almost unbelievable! Of course, the
WSlim LITE is not made for party sound reinforcement, but up to a level that we really don't want to drive
permanently, the WSlim LITE acts with powerful bass, high agility and beautiful resolution - be it Gregory
Porter's lively and powerful "Liquid Spirit" in 96 kilohertz/24 bit, or Dave Brubeck's finely chiselled "Take
Five" in the Feenbrothers' DSD256 live recording. With the compact loudspeakers and the monitors it
sounds especially harmonious. Here the WSlim LITE proves that it also has the right reserves for a
demanding bass, as it is present and indispensable in "Liquid Spirit". The WSlim LITE reproduces the finest
accents, such as those coming from the ride cymbal of the drums, wonderfully clear and light and airy. The
sound is open and pure, but never clinical-aseptic. Here the WAP processor of the WSlim LITE obviously
does a very good job.
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An audiophile and HiRes-capable player software such as Audirvana enables music management when the WSlim
LITE is supplied with music via LAN or USB.

Dynamic Plus and Tube Feeling
Now this processor can still shape the sound, for example with the "Dynamic Range" function. Here we
leave the basic setting and go to level 2, which has a really amazing effect: All of a sudden the music has a
boost to Pepp! Gregory Porter seems to put a bit more soul into his vocals, the backing band puts a bit more
effort into it, even the permanent hand clapping, which contributes a lot to the certain something of the
song, seems even more lively now. Wow! With the increase to level 3, this effect can be increased even
more, but be careful: You quickly tend to exaggerate, because at some point after level 4 or 5 it's a bit too
much. If you then start at level 1 again, you have to get used to the sensational freedom of the playback.
Yes yes, this feature has addictive potential! Now we are of course curious about the tube touch, which the
activation of the WAP/X function promises us. Here, too, we experience an amazing effect: when WAP/X
is activated, the playback becomes a little softer, warmer, rounder. The fine resolution in the trebles remains
unaffected by this, but suddenly the ring of bells in "Liquid Spirit", for example, is free of that tonal
aggressiveness we didn't notice before. As soon as we deactivate WAP/X, the slight sharpness of the
percussion instrument is back. Even more striking is the influence on classical recordings. We experience
this especially in Rachel Podger's recording of Johann Sebastian Bach's Cello Suite in D Minor BWV 1008.
This beautiful interpretation, which is available to us as a HiRes file in DSD265, gains a relaxation and
coherence with the tube simulation, which - depending on the intensity of the lines and the position in which
Rachel Podger plays her instrument - was not always there before. Now we also have that leaning back and
enjoying feeling that is part of listening to music.
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With a computer and a pair of speakers (here the Dali Rubicon 2) the WSlim LITE forms a compact setup:

Conclusion
Yes, it's possible: The ultra-slim and compact Waversa WSlim LITE is a streaming amplifier that delivers
a rich 40-watt sound reinforcement and offers a wide range of attractive options via numerous feeds. The
music can be streamed via AirPlay, Bluetooth and LAN as well as via FM tuner for analogue radio
reception, plus S/PDIF inputs and USB-B. HiRes up to PCM 384 kilohertz/24 bit and DSD256 is possible
via this port and LAN. Thanks to its processor, the Waversa WSlim LITE is not only HiRes-capable, but
also offers a six-stage "Dynamic Range" function to increase liveliness and a switchable tube sound
simulation in addition to a fundamentally very clean and clear reproduction. Besides its tonal merits, the
Waversa WSlim LITE scores with its mega-chic design and high-quality workmanship. So this streaming
amplifier amazes us several times over.
Test & Text: Volker Frech
Photos: Philipp Thielen

EVALUATION
Overall grade: 89/90
Class: Upper class
Price/performance: very good
Sound
Practice
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Equipment

Technical data
Model:

Waversa
WSlim LITE

Product category:

HiFi amplifier, streaming and networkcompatible

Prices:

1.750,00 Euro

Warranty:

2 Years

Execution:

Silber

Distribution:

ATR, Mülheim an der Ruhr
Tel.: +49 208-882 66 0
www.audiotra.de

Dimensions:

30 x 300 x 195 mm (incl. feet, antennas and
connection sockets)

Weight:

1,6 kg

Power:

2 x 40 W / 4 Ω
2 x 80 W / 2 Ω

Inputs (analogue):

1 x FM-Tuner (UKW)
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Model:

Inputs (digital):

Waversa
WSlim LITE
1 x AirPlay
1 x LAN (Ethernet, RJ45)
1 x Bluetooth (Standard: 4.0, Codec: aptX)
1 x USB-B
1 x S/PDIF optical (TOSLink)
1 x S/PDIF electric-coaxial (Cinch)
1 x USB A (only for additional functions)

Outputs (analog):

1 x loudspeaker

Supported audio formats:

- PCM, ALAC, WAV, FLAC, AIFF, WMA, MP3,
AAC usw.
- DSD

Maximum sampling
rates/Resolutions:

- USB: PCM 384 kHz/24 bit, DSD256 (DoP)
- SPDIF electrical: PCM 192 kHz/24 bit
- SPDIF optical: PCM 96 kHz/24 bit
- LAN: PCM 192 kHz/24bit

Scope of delivery:

- Waversa WSlim LITE
- Remote Control (Apple Remote)
- Bluetooth antenna
- FM antenna
- USB cable (USB-A/USB-B, 2.0 m)
- LAN cable (2.0 m)
- external power supply unit (length of the
secondary connection cable: 1.4 m)
- Power cord (1.5 m)
- Instruction manual (English)

Pros and Cons:

+ very good sound
+ attractive, ultra slim design
+ clean processing
+ HiRes support via LAN, USB, S/PDIF
+ AirPlay and Bluetooth streaming
+ integrated amplifier
+ WAP/X function for tube sound imitation
+ Dynamic Range function for a more agile
sound
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Model:

Waversa
WSlim LITE
+ remote control via Apple Remote or
computer browser
+ convenient upgrades via computer browser
+ Roon Ready
+ WLAN capable via a WIFI USB dongle
- no analogue input

Grading:
Sound (60%):

90/90

Practise (20%):

89/90

Equipment (20%):

88/90

Overall grade:

89/90

Class:

Upper class

Price/performance

very good
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